
ACTWU!
By ROBIN ADAMS
Chronicle Assistant Editor

After 15 month* of organizing,
the Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers Union of
America lost its battle to unionize
Cannon Mills in Kannapolis.
Cannon employees voted 5,982

to 3,530 against the union last
Thursdav markino r hp
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time the ACTWU has failed to
unionize 98-year-old Cannon
Mills, the nation's largest proQfeTW*
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'Can Do!'
Former North Ward Alderman F
president of Ziglar Distributing
the new recycling machine ai
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The Cobb Chiropractic
Clinic Winston-Salem
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even the most minor ones, can
produce injuries to the neck,
back and spinal cord, causing
pain and discomfort.
These injuries can disrupt your

normal, healthy way of life and
result in more serious disabilities
unless they are treated.

If you have been unable to find
relief from back and neck pair
due to injuries . contact ...

Call the Cobb Chiropract
at 725-5:

Or Robert Schick. Clinic Director Office
2200 Silas Creek Pkwy
Suite 3-A
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loses union
ducer of sheets and towels.

Because of several factors - includingmore blacks and females
employees in the plant - the
union had expected a better
showing than the vote in 1974,
when the union lost 8,473 to
6,801. In fact, the day before the
noting began, the union conducteda telephone poll that gave
it the edge. Similarly, Cannon
conducted a poll that gave it the
edge.

Union officials said they con-
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lichard Davis and Richard Ziglar,
I Co., watch a demonstration of
Ziglar Recycling Center, 3121
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TS CAN HAPPEN!

ic Clinic of Winston-Satem
353 today!

Hours Mon Tues Wed A Fri 8 30-6 30
Thurs : 8 30-2 00

Saturday 8 30-12 30

vote at Cai
sider the loss "a very respectable
showing rather than a decisive
defeat."

Said union organizer Roosevelt
Broadnax: "It was the workers'
decision, but this won't
discourage us (the union) from
targeting some other plants to go
after."
Cannon President Doug
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ivingsmore saia ne never nad any
doubt the company would win.

"I've been confident from Day
1," said Kingsmore.
The union's effort to unionize

Cannon Infills was one of the
largest such undertakings in the
nation since 1977. The
ACTWU's membership has
dropped from 509,000 to 350,000
since 1977. A union victory
would have provided a boost in
membership for the ACTWU and
might have indicated that
Southern attitudes about unions
are changing.

Despite the loss, union
organizers say that eventually
Cannon will have a union.

"Your chances improve in
North Carolina after you've had

, two or three elections," said
union organizer Bill Patterson.
"With each election the company
says, 'Give us one more chance.'
Then, after the election, it
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SURGEON GENERAL'S
Now Greatly Reduces

nnon Mills
doesn't prove itself. Those promisesget pretty hollow "

Kingsmore called the fight betweenthe ACTWU and Cannon a
"battle for survival."
The union's strategy was an

all-out attack on David Murdock,Cannon Mills' owner. The
union called the California
millionaire "a greedy man who is
raping the community."
Murdock in turn, referred to

the union organizers as "carpetbaggers."
The determining factor in the

union's loss may have been Murdock'slast-minute appeal to Cannonemployees. Days before the
vote began, Murdock showed
employees a mandatory
45-minute videotape and held a

press conference during which he
threatened to close Cannon if the
union won.

"If 1 determine that Cannon
cannot operate competitively, I
can and I will cease to operate
Cannon," Murdock said on

videotape. *

Posters of Cannon Mills with a

padlocked gate were also posted
throughout the plant.
The union has filed complaints

with the National Labor RelationsBoard claiming that the
Please see page A12
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5 WARNING: Quitting Smoking
Sertous Risks to Your Health.

I
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The 28th Annual
EBONY Fashion Fair
Presents
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|| 8:00 PM :

F Reynolds Auditorium

Benefit of Urban League
Scholarship & Building Fund

TICKET PRICE:
$15.00 & $18.00

all 725-5614 for more information

Ticket prices Ik include one year subscription
to EBONY or six months to JET.
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